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1.

Introduction

Stantec New Zealand has been commissioned by Whangarei District Council (the Council) to provide an
assessment of the Council’s proposed Changes 82A, B; 88, 88A-J, 115, 109, 136, 143-145. 147, 148 to the
Whangarei District Plan in relation to the District’s Urban Zones and Services. These Plan Changes seek to
review and update the transportation chapter of the District Plan (in particular, Plan Change 109) plus key
zoning of urban zones.
This report primarily focuses on Plan Change 109 to the Operative Whangarei District Plan (Operative
District Plan) as part of the Council’s rolling review of the District Plan and builds upon the findings provided
in the Council’s Section 32 analysis and reporting on PC109 1. Consideration is given to the public
submissions and further submissions received in relation to both PC109 and the rezoning Plan Changes , with
a particular focus on the following submissions:
•

Woolworths New Zealand

•

Fire and Emergency New Zealand

•

KiwiRail

•

124 Tauroa Street Limited

•

New Zealand Transport Agency

•

Port Nikau Joint Venture

•

Advance Developments Limited

•

Housing NZ Corporation

This transportation assessment will consider the transportation requests and associated matters arising from
the proposed structure and rules set out in the Transport Chapter of the Plan, plus the transportation
implications of the zoning proposals set out in Plan Changes 88 A-F, and should be read in conjunction with
the other documents which have been prepared in support of the proposed Plan Changes.

1

Whangarei District Council Plan Change 109 [Transport]Section 32 Evaluation Report – Prior to Notification, March
2019; and Abley Transportation Consultants, Whangarei District Plan Review,18 January 2017.
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2.

Proposed Plan Changes

The Council has prepared Plan Change 109 (PC109) to introduce a new district wide chapter addressing
transport related resource management issues. The proposed chapter will replace the chapters in the
District Plan that currently address transport matters, these being Chapter 22 – Road Transport and Chapter
47 – Road Transport Environment Rules.
PC109 includes:
•

A new Transport Chapter – with objectives, policies and rules at a district wide level.

•

Changes to the District Plan maps – denoting the road hierarchy classifications, indicative roads and
strategic road protection areas.

•

Associated changes to the District Plan, including the deletion of existing Chapters 22 and 47.

PC109 is part of the wider package of plan changes encompassing area-specific zoning matters and
district wide matters for Whangarei District such as transport. Together the Plan Changes introduce
•

new zone chapters, with supporting objectives, policies and rules;

•

new district wide chapters, with objectives, polices and rules;

•

changes to the Planning Maps;

•

new definitions and

•

the consequential changes to the District Plan text.

In relation the consideration of transportation matters, the focus of this assessment is on the zone change
requests sought by submitters in relation to the following Plan Changes:
•

Plan Change 88A: City Centre Zone

•

Plan Change 88B: Mixed Use Zone

•

Plan Change 88C: Waterfront Zone

•

Plan Change 88D: Commercial Zone

•

Plan Change 88E: Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zone

•

Plan Change 88F: Shopping Centre Zone

•

Plan Change 88G: Light Industry Zone

•

Plan Change 88H: Heavy Industry Zone

•

Plan Change 88I: Living Zones

•

Plan Change 88J: Precincts

with the key submissions relating mostly to the Light Industry Zone (PC88G) and Precincts (PC88J).
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3.

Planning and Policy Framework

3.1

Regional Policy Statement

The transportation section of the Northland Regional Policy Statement (RPS) has one objective as follows:
“Maintain and enhance the safety and efficiency of the region’s transport network, while minimising
adverse environmental effects.”
Under this objective there are three sub-sections; Transport Development, Effect of Land Use and
Subdivision Activities, and Noise Impacts. Within each of these sections there is a list of policies and
methods of implementation associated with their respective policies. These suggest how the RPS transport
objective may be achieved for individual sub-sections.
On reviewing these methods, it is apparent that they rely on actions contained within the Northland
Regional Land Transport Strategy (RLTS) and the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy 2003. Both of these
documents are addressed in subsequent sections.

3.2

Northland Regional Land Transport Strategy

The RLTS sets out five objectives for the transportation network within Northland to achieve the higher -level
directions and implications of the Land Transport Management Act and Regional Growth Strategy. These
are:
•

Assisting economic development;

•

Assisting safety and personal security;

•

Improving access and mobility;

•

Protecting and promoting public health; and

•

Ensuring environmental sustainability.

The RLTS states that the transport issues faced by Northland are similar to those faced nationwide . Hence
these objectives have been derived from issues identified at a national level.

3.3

Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy

The Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy 2003 (UGS) presents a full statement of desired outcomes for
Whangarei City including the vision for the urban Whangarei area. It identifies land in close proximity to
Whangarei City that is influenced by the urban environment and which may be required for future urban
growth consistent with the District Growth Strategy Sustainable Future 30/50.
The UGS identifies the key issues, objectives and policies to work towards in order to achieve the overall
strategic vision for urban development in the Whangarei District.

3.4

Summary

The transport planning principles behind the proposed Plan Changes are considered to be in keeping with
the intentions of ensuring the ongoing effectiveness, safety and efficiency of both the local and regional
transportation system. The specific provisions proposed within the Plan Changes especially with regard to
integrated transport assessment and adjustments to the provision and operation parking together with the
proposed amendments set out in this report, will enable a broadly sufficient consideration of the
transportation implication of future developments within the District.
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4.

Existing Transport Conditions

4.1

Roading Network

In relation to the various Plan Changes being proposed by the Council and with amendments sought by
submitters, it is appropriate to note that the primary transport network serving the District comprise the
public roading system incorporating both the State Highway network (primarily State Highways 1, 10, 14
and 15A) operated and managed by the NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) and Council’s network of public
local and strategic roads.
The SH1/SH14 routes provide the spine of the intra-regional road transport system enabling the connection
to and from the Council road network, as well as the provision of wider transport connections between the
urban centres and rural parts of the District. In this regard, NZTA plays a key role in the provision and
management of transport demands arising from the Plan Changes. As will be discussed later in th is report,
NZTA’s submission seeking further modification to the structure and form of assessment matters in relation to
the Plan Changes will be considered in greater detail.

4.2

Public Transport, Walking and Cycling

4.2.1

Buses

The District’s bus network consists of a total of eight primary bus routes focussed within the urban
Whangarei area as follows:
•

Route 1: Okara Loop

•

Route 2: Onerahi

•

Route 3: Kamo

•

Route 4: Otangarei

•

Route 5: Morningside

•

Route 6: Maanu

•

Route 7: Fairway Drive

•

Route 8: Southern Loop.

Together these services provide connection generally between the Rose Street bus station in the
Whangarei City Centre and the primary surrounding suburbs and locations within the greater Whangarei
urban area. Within the current Regional Land Transport Programme for the Northland region there are
expected to be no significant changes to this current network of commuter and regional tourist bus
services.

4.2.2

Rail

The North Auckland Line runs between Auckland and Moerewa west of Kawakawa. This route is used
primarily for freight movement to/from and within the District and does not regularly carry passengers. It
provides a direct link into Auckland and destinations further south. It originates in the industrial area of
West Auckland, passes through Whangarei, and terminates west of Kawakawa. In addition, there are two
branch lines, the first serves Dargaville and the second is a short branch line from Kawakawa towards
Opua.
As identified in some of the submissions received in respect of these plan changes, consideration of the
role and ensuring the safety and efficiency afforded by the rail component of the District’s transport
network is recommended. Rail should remain within the expectation of the broader transport implications
of resource consents considered especially with respect to the possible future development and
enhancement of rail over coming years as signalled by recent Government announcements.

4.2.3

Walking and Cycling

Walking and the associated provision of footpaths within the urban areas of the District play a significant
role of the multi-modal approach to maintaining and developing the District’s transport system in a safe
and effective manner. The Whangarei District Council Walking and Cycling Strategy 2012 indicates that
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the District-wide network will be primarily developed focussing within the local urban and residential
communities.
The Abley Consultants’ report prepared in 2017 for Council in advance of the proposed Plan Changes set
out a range of strategies and targets for increasing the proportion of travel within the District via walking
and cycling modes as follows:
•

developing the Whangarei City Walkway-Cyclepath Network including the Indicative Future Urban
Network plus the Onerahi, Kamo, Tikipunga/Glenbervie, Raumanga/Maunu and Otaika routes ,

•

staged development of The Hatea Loop Walkway,

•

speed reduction and traffic calming measures, together with improved information and signage ,

•

development and implementation of a pedestrian and cyclist network plan that particularly targets
locations with a high rate of pedestrian and cyclist casualties,

•

recognition being given to cyclists in the design of key major intersections, and

•

investigating cycle parking at key bus stops.
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5.

Assessment of Submissions

5.1

PC109 – Transport Chapter (TRA)

5.1.1

Woolworths New Zealand (Submission #051)

5.1.1.1

ITA Requirements

Woolworths New Zealand request that the Transportation Chapter remove or amend the Transportation
Chapter Rule R16 (and Information Requirement REQ2) in respect of the requirement for the preparation of
an Integrated Transportation Assessment (ITA). In their view they consider there to be:
“… no sustainable difference in the analytical requirements for an Integrated Transport Assessment of a
carpark with in excess of 50 spaces and one with in excess of 100 spaces”

5.1.1.2

Response to Submission

The ITA approach adopted within PC109 seeks to develop an integrated, comprehensive, multi -modal
assessment requirement for new developments to consider not only the traffic impact of additional traffic
movements to and from individual land-use activities, but also
a) integration of an applicant’s development with neighbouring (existing and proposed)
development, and
b) the wider transport implications across District, Regional and National transport policy and
objectives.
The ITA approach is increasingly being adopted within District planning documents across New Zealand,
especially in larger urban areas where the previous traffic impact assessment approach has been found to
lead to a “predict and provide” approach where infrastructure response to traffic demands (e.g.
additional traffic lanes on a road or a new signalised intersection) was the only response to addressing
such demands. The ITA approach seeks to reach a balanced view as to the appropriate traffic
infrastructure response to new development and whether a higher-level strategy and policy response
would lead to the desired transport outcomes sought by the local authority.
In considering the wider level transport strategy items set out in the earlier parts of this report , as well as the
advice received by Council from Abley Consultants in their preparation of the January 2017 report leading
into the preparation of these Plan Changes, it is considered that there is value in adopting the ITA
approach to transport assessment of larger and more significant developments and higher level Plan
Change/rezoning applications. It is however, recommended that the appropriate trigger/threshold for
requiring such ITA’s be prepared to address wider-significance level effects.
As referred to by the Woolworths submission (and other submissions) that will be discussed in subsequent
sections of this report), the threshold for the more comprehensive and encompassing ITA assessment
should be somewhat higher than the level currently set out in the Plan Change. It is recommended that
the comprehensive ITA requirement (supporting by appropriate information requirements at REQ2) should
be triggered at a level of the equivalent of a District Plan requirement to provide 100 parking spaces 2. It is
considered that this level of required parking and the corresponding generated traffic movements to and
from the surrounding transport network would not only give rise to potential adverse safety and efficiency
effects across the immediate road frontage of the application site, but would also potentially lead to
effects at nearby intersections and other roads.
Below the 100 parking space threshold it is recommended that the extent and nature of the transport
assessment should be focussed primarily on the immediate surrounding of the subject site but without the
need to (necessarily) consider the wider implications of the development upon the local and District -wide
policy and objectives for the transport system.
Further, it is recommended that the Restricted Discretionary activity status apply for the more local-scale
transport assessment scale of activity (i.e. >50 spaces (or equivalent)), but it is recommended that at the
greater regional scale of assessment and ITA requirement, (i.e. >100 spaces (or equivalent)) a Discretionary
Activity status is applied.
The Restricted Discretionary activity is considered to be appropriate to focus the Council’s attention and
discretion on matters relating to the possible impacts on the safety and efficiency of the immediately

2

At District Plan parking rates included in PC109 this is equivalent to 6000sqm retail, 10,000sqm manufacturing/storage
activity, or a 100 residential.
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adjoining parts of the District’s transport network most likely to be subject to the potential effects of the
development. At the greater regional scale of assessment, it is assessed as appropriate that the Council’s
Discretion should apply to the siting and development of the activity and whether the particular location
of the activity is appropriate.
The matters of discretion identified should therefore be focussed somewhat differently with the greater
threshold level identifying the effects on the wider transport network (and not subject to any limitation of
the Council’s discretion), and alignment with District and National transport policy and objective . The
lower threshold and hence Restricted Discretionary activity status should have a more focussed approach
to considering local transport impacts without necessarily requiring consideration of the District transport
strategy and policy matters.
These thresholds should then be supported by information requirements identifying the more local scale
and limited extent of assessment needed for the lower threshold, and the extension to potentially
additional traffic modelling requirements, District and national policy/objective and a more
comprehensive consideration of multi-modal implications arising from the development.
5.1.1.3

Cycle Parking

Woolworths also oppose the long-stay cycle parking requirements in support of their supermarket
developments. They suggest that the ratio for long-stay (staff) cycle parking should be at a ratio of one
long-stay cycle parking space for every 15 employees.
Based on Stantec’s extensive involvement with supermarket activities and consenting applications around
the country it is considered that the Woolworths recommendation (1 long-term cycle parking space for
each 15 employees) is appropriate.

5.1.2

Port Nikau Three Joint Venture (Submissions #142 and #224)

5.1.2.1

Submission Content and Context

Port Nikau Three Joint Venture (PNTJV) and Port Nikau Joint Venture (PNJV) seeks the deletion of Rules TRAR15 and TRA-R16 and the associated information requirements under REQ Q1-Q3.
PNTJV/PNJV considers that these rules and information requirements are overly onerous and that they
could potentially ‘disable’ the urban zonings proposed under Plan Change 88 (in terms of the rezoning
requested by this submitter and discussed later in this report). Instead of the wider transport network issues
and challenges being dealt with in respect of each resource consent application for development or
redevelopment as intended by this proposed rule (and information requirement) within PC109, PNTJV
requests that these matters are dealt with by Council through non-District Plan channels.
5.1.2.2

Response to Submission

As discussed above in respect of the Woolworths submission on this matter, the consideration of localised
transport impacts, wider and District-wide impacts and consistency with District and National transport
policy and objectives are considered to be important to ensure that all development undertaken within
the District considers and contributes to delivery of a safe and effective transport system. The requirements
to undertake the transportation assessments be they more narrowly focussed for the lesser effect
developments or more wider-reaching ITA’s for larger, more significant developments, are not considered
to be disproportionate with the scale of potential transport effect.
The assessment of effects required under the recommended structure discussed above is considered
appropriate especially for the larger scale developments where those effects could have more far reaching consequences for the Whangarei District. The scale of assessment required even under an ITA
approach for larger developments would not necessarily result in a greater burden on developers for
improvements to the District transport system, but this information needs to be brought forward in
consideration of the specific circumstances of an activity and a site.
In this regard, it is recommended that the requirements for transportation assessment as set out above are
adopted and the PNTJV/PNJV submissions should be rejected.
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5.1.3

124 Tauroa Street Limited (Submission #160)

5.1.3.1

Submission Content and Context

124 Tauroa Street Limited also seek removal of TRA-R15/R16.
5.1.3.2

Response to Submission

For the reasons set out above it is recommended that the requirements for transportation assessment as set
out above are adopted and the 124 Tauroa submission is rejected and the alternative provisions discussed
in Section 5.1.1.2 is preferred.

5.1.4

Fire and Emergency New Zealand (Submission #165)

5.1.4.1

Submission Content and Context

Fire and Emergency NZ (FENZ) has submitted on the transport chapter (PC109) in relation to the provision of
access to new fire stations that may need to be established within the District to continue to achieve
appropriate emergency response times. FENZ seeks provisions within the District Plan to facilitate what it
considers to be the most efficient access and operation of any new fire stations that may be established
within the District (as well as applying to FENZ’s current fire stations).
FENZ considers that the proposed access rules within PC109 fail to adequately consider the needs for fire
station design and easy/efficient manoeuvring of fire service vehicles to and from these sites, and that the
permitted activity standards are overly stringent. FENZ requests that new fire stations are provided for in all
zones (with some exceptions) as permitted, controlled or restricted discretionary activities with permitted
standards appropriately recognising emergency services.
From a purely transportation submission point 69 of the FENZ submission seeks inclusion within TRA-R5 of a
permitted activity status for the provision of two site access driveways serving emergency services premises
on collector and arterials roads (to avoid the need for emergency appliance vehicles to reverse into or out
of the sites). Plan Change 109’s Rule TRA-R5 and the supporting Appendix 2/Table TRA 6 limit to one the
number of vehicle crossing permitted to any arterial route or to primary collector roads with a site fr ontage
length of less than 100m.
5.1.4.2

Response to Submission

The transportation objective associated with limiting the number of vehicle crossings serving a
development is to minimise the potential conflicts points between vehicles moving to and from the site,
and road users using the footpaths, cycle lanes and traffic lanes along the frontage roads. If FENZ’s relief
was granted, then the overarching principles of mitigating the potential conflict points and the risk of road
crashes could potentially be set aside in favour of the convenience of emergency service vehicles and the
provision of alternative site design which avoided the reversing of vehicles to or from the site.
The Discretionary activity status triggered through non-compliance with this rule TRA-R5 should be altered
to a Restricted Discretionary level with the Council’s discretion restricted to matters relating to the
sustainability, safety, efficiency, effectiveness and accessibility of the immediately adjacent parts of the
District’s transport network.

5.1.5

New Zealand Transport Agency (Submission #240)

5.1.5.1

Submission Content and Context

The New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) submission requests amendment to TRA-R16 to include new and
additional thresholds or triggers for the preparation of transportation assessments in support of dwellings,
commercial and industrial activities. NZTA’s recommendations are based on alternative activity scale units
rather than using the parking space basis proposed within the Plan Change.
NZTA’s submission recommends that the number of dwellings (in respect of residential development) and
gross floor area (in regard to commercial and industrial activities) would be a preferred basis upon which
to assess the trip generation profile and hence trigger points for the greater level of detailed assessment
warranting an Integrated Transport Assessment. NZTA’s discussion in its submission suggests that the traffic
movement profile (and hence external transport impact) of these activities would be more closely aligned
to dwelling units and gross floor area rather than parking spaces.
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5.1.5.2

Response to Submission

In considering the nature of the thresholds as trigger points for different extents of transport assessment , it is
identified that the units adopted in PC109 are not necessarily leading to the assessments themselves (i.e.
the 50 parking spaces scale of activity triggering the need for a Restricted Discretionary Activity status and
preparation of a local-scale transportation assessment) does not indicate that the provision of 50 spaces is
associated with an unacceptable level of effect, it is simply stating that at this level a professionally prepared transportation assessment is required to determine whether a particular application is required to
mitigate its transportation effects and what nature and extent of mitigation might be relevant.
In a strictly effects-based approach, it might be considered more appropriate to provide a trigger point
related to a quantified vehicular trip generation. However, the calculation and assessment of the trip
generation would place a further burden on both applicant and Council to quantify this trip number
threshold whereas the counting of parking spaces will enable a Council processing officer a more
straightforward means of assessing whether the requirements for a simplified transport assessment or ITA
assessment are triggered.
It is therefore considered appropriate to consider the broad scale of effect and the corresponding level of
(easily measured) development unit where a formal transportation assessment report is required. The
NZTA’s approach could be considered an appropriate alternative, however it is considered that the
adoption of the parking space unit is reasonable to provide the appropriate trigger for the preparation of
transport assessments.
In this regard, it is recommended that this aspect of the NZTA’s submission is rejected.

5.1.6

Housing New Zealand Corporation (Submission #268)

5.1.6.1

Submission Content and Context

From a transportation perspective, the submission lodged by the Housing New Zealand Corporation (HNZC)
refers to a requested alteration or complete rewrite of the Transport Chapter TRA performance standards
for private access and parking. In particular HNZC opposes the default use of discretionary activity status
for compliance with the TRA-R2-R8 matters, and considers a more appropriate for the Plan to adopt a
Restricted Discretionary status.
In relation to the TRA-R6 Setbacks rule, HNZC request that the required minimum offset for any new vehicle
crossing from a dedicated pedestrian crossing facility be reduced from 8m to 6m.
5.1.6.2

Response to Submission

In this regard, it is noted that each of the Council’s Engineering Standard 2018 (ES 2018) the NZ Transport
Agency’s Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings (MOTSAM) and its NZ Pedestrian Planning Guides (NZPPG)
provide guidance on the relative locations of driveways with respect to pedestrian crossings (both when
locating private vehicle crossings and when a Council or roading authority are locating pedestrian
crossings).
Across the above documents the 6m setback dimension is frequently applied in a number of situations
within the national MOTSAM and NZPPG guidance (e.g. in relation to driveways from corners) typically a s
result of the nominal length of standard private car. It is understood that in executing its power under the
ES2018 in terms of detailed design review and approval for new vehicle crossings within the District, Council
exercise a degree of interpretation and site-specific assessment in terms of the safety and efficiency of
vehicle crossings and pedestrian crossings – which is considered appropriate. The stringent application of
either a 6m or an 8m crossing offset within a District Plan rule would in any event be assessed and reviewed
(maybe also safety audited) via the Council’s Vehicle Crossing application process.
It is therefore considered that there would be no quantified advantage (practically) from seeking a shorter
6m pedestrian crossing - vehicle crossing separation other than from a simplicity of planning status point of
view – all new vehicle crossing applications would need to go through the Council’s roading design
approval process. .
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5.1.7

KiwiRail (Submission #265)

5.1.7.1

Submission Content and Context

In relation to the transportation matters raised by KiwiRail’s submission, there is a desire by KiwiRail to
recognise and take account of the safety and effectiveness of the rail network within the broader
transport network. They seek to ensure that discussion of the District’s transport network include suitable
reference to the rail network. KiwiRail also request the inclusion of industry-standard sight distance
assessment criteria are incorporated.
5.1.7.2

Response to Submission

These requests are considered appropriate in the context of the overall transport network of the District –
not only do the transport considerations within the Transport chapter relate to roading network but the rail
network where it intersects with the road network at level crossings, is also deserving of consideration. The
requested inclusion of the level crossing sight distance triangle in respect of level crossings as referenced
within the KiwiRail submission is considered appropriate and accord with the design and assessment
standards adopted elsewhere in other District Plans around NZ, as well as in the NZ Transport Agency’s
Traffic Control Devices Rules.
Accordingly, the KiwiRail submission in respect of Submission Points 29-30 is supported.

5.2

Zone Specific Plan Changes

5.2.1

Rezoning Request - Marsden Technology Park (Submission #251)

Advance Developments Ltd (ADL) owns approximately 41.6 hectares of land at the corner of McCathie
Road and Port Marsden Highway (SH15A) at Ruakaka. The land is currently zoned Rural Production
Environment in the Operative District Plan and is identified as ‘Light Industry’ in the Marsden Point Structure
Plan (2008).
In its submission to the Plan Changes, ADL request:
•

rezoning the subject land as ‘Light Industrial’ with a Marsden Technology Park Precinct overlay (MTPP),
or similar; and

•

relief from compliance with (or amendment to) the provisions given in Plan Changes 82A, 82B, 88, 88AJ, 109, 115, 136, 147, 148 where those provisions are inconsistent with the policies, objectives and rules
as intended for the MTPP and set out in the Reyburn and Bryant submission to these Plan Changes on
behalf of ADL.

ADL has commissioned a transportation assessment by Engineering Outcomes and attached a copy of
that assessment to its submission. The Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE) prepared by Reyburn and
Bryant summarised the key transportation effects and conclusions reached by the Engineering Outcomes
assessment as follows:
•

The additional traffic enabled by the proposed MTPP on the existing road network will bring forward
the time at which regular congestion begins to be experienced at the key pressure point in the Port
Marsden area namely the intersection of Port Marsden Highway (SH15A) and McCathie Road.

•

The traffic through the Port Marsden Highway/McCathie Road intersection will be dominated by
expected development of the nearby Marsden City and other activity and development. The MTPP
proposal is expected to generate less than 4% of the traffic through the intersection by year 2030.

•

A left-turn taper would be required at the Marsden Point Road/McCathie Road intersection as a result
of development enabled by the proposal, however the engineering Outcomes assessment shows that
this feature is already warranted based on other development in the area.

•

The Engineering Outcomes assessments confirms that it would be desirable to address a minor sight
distance issue at this intersection and that it could be addressed with either a covenant over the area
of the sightline triangle or its vesting as road.

•

Overall, the Engineering Outcomes assessment concludes that the generated traffic effects arising
from the proposed MTPP development should not be an impediment to the proposed MTPP.

In considering the MTPP rezoning and ADL’s submission, it is observed that the Engineering Outcomes
assessment of the future potential development and associated external traffic generation has been
based on what Engineering Outcomes consider to be an equivalent area of light industrial activity within
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Union Street East at Port Whangarei. The surveys and data collected by Engineering Outcomes relate to an
area of approximately 0.7 hectares of site area and a floor area of approximately 40,000 sqm GFA (stated
as a site coverage of approximately 22%).
The Engineering Outcomes report goes on to assess the potential trip generation of the MTPP Light
Industrial zone by increasing the trip generation rates derived from the Union Street East catchment and
the undertaking intersection assessments of the critical Port Marsden Highway/M cCathie Road
intersection. The resulting performance results leads to the conclusions regarding mitigation summarised
above and that the ADL MTPP rezoning would bring forward the reaching of traffic capacity at the Port
Marsden Highway/McCathie Road intersection by one year. The reported analysis is also considered to be
highly dependent upon the assumptions and growth rates for development within the wider Port Marsden
area.
In terms of the appropriateness of the Light Industry zoning (and associated precinct overlay which also
provides rules enabling residential activities and other mixed-uses such as educational facilities and
recreational facilities) requested by ADL, it is considered that there are a number of variables at play within
the assessment of acceptable transport network performance. The shift of generated traffic activity levels
from what can be expected from the current Rural Production zoning of the land, up to the expected
6,000-7,000 vehicles per day that could be generated by the Light Industry zoning, that should be
addressed via a comprehensive Integrated Transport Assessment prior to acceptance of the development
within the subject land. While the Engineering Outcomes report has assessed a development scenario
based on Light Industrial activity, there could potentially be other development scenarios that are
facilitated by the MTPP and associated zoning that have not been assessed and which may have a range
of transportation effects outside those addressed by the submitter’s transport assessment.
On the basis of the transport assessment work undertaken by ADL and its advisers, and reviewed as part of
this current Plan Change process, it is considered that the likely external transportation effects of the
requested rezoning to Light Industry (and a likely development scenario giving effect to the zoning and
precinct overlay), could reasonably be expected to function acceptably. On the basis of the transport
modelling undertaken showing performance within the bounds of acceptability at or near to the transport
network performance expected under the current Operative Zoning of the subject site and surrounding
parts of Port Marsden, the network performance is generally acceptable. The supplied transport
assessment identifies a number of infrastructure mitigations required to support the requested zoning and
as such with these mitigations included by way of the Precinct provisions (or otherwise development within
the MTPP still being subject to the provisions of TRA-R15/R16) could be supported from a transportation
point of view. There remain some concerns from a transportation point of view, however, that the
residential, educational and recreation activities facilitated by the zoning/precinct could give rise to a
range of alternative effects not included within the submitter’s transport assessment. In this regard it is
considered necessary for any development within the subject land remain as being subject to the
requirements of TRA-R15/R16.
The ADL request to remove the requirements under TRA-R15/R16 (and associated Information
Requirements) is therefore not supported, as the potential transportation generation arising from the land
use development facilitated by the rezoning would be expected to exert potentially significant wider -area
transport effects reaching along Port Marsden Highway and potentially out to SH1.

5.2.2

Rezoning Request – Port Nikau (Submission #142 and #224)

5.2.2.1

Submission Content and Request

Port Nikau Joint Venture (PNJV) and Port Nikau Three Joint Venture (PNTJV) own land respectively within
and north of the northern boundary of the Port Nikau Environment (PNE) within the Operative District Plan
at Port Road and Log Yard Road, Whangarei. The land spans both sides of Port Road, including frontage
to the Hatea River (Whangarei Harbour) along the eastern boundary of the PNTJV/PNJV land.
The submissions request:
•

PNTJNV (Submission #142) requests rezoning of its land as Light Industry plus exemptions from other plan
rule including deletion of the Transport Chapter (PC109) rules (or modification thereto), and

•

PNJV (Submission #224) requests a development area be established over its land in the northern part
of the Port Nikau area providing for residential, mixed use and local centre zoning, together with a
Light Industry precinct (effectively replacing the PNE).
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In relation to transportation matters the PNTJV/PNJV submissions also seek:
•

deleting the transport chapter in its entirety, or alternatively seeking changes to specific matters in the
TRA chapter,

•

the altering of activity status for requirements listed in the Transport Chapter (TRA-R2 to TRA-R13) to
Restricted Discretionary, and

•

a range of suggested removals/modifications to the Transport Chapter requirements and standards in
relation to the requirements for the Port Nikau development

In reviewing the original submission from PNTJV and PNJV, it appears that PNJV seeks to delete the notified
precinct within the Port Nikau area which includes a comprehensive set of transport network upgrades
and replacement with a “development area” and a precinct structure that does not include specific
reference to the surrounding transport network upgrades. There has been no supporting transportation
assessment undertaken which would justify the removal of the network upgrades previously identified,
although it is understood that subsequent to the original submissions a transportation engineering advisor
has been retained by PNTJV and intends to prepare evidence for the Plan Change hearings.
5.2.2.2

Response to Submission

NPJV’s land is subject to the Port Nikau Environment within the Operative District Plan within which
development is provided for subject to the PNE zone provisions, and a series of transport network triggers
and upgrades (discussed further below), while NPTJV’s land (referenced in submission #142) is not currently
subject to the PNE and transport network upgrades.
The current transport provisions within the PNE include a set of transport infrastructure thresholds and
activity status thresholds3 which are framed around ensuring the on-going safety and efficiency of the
District (and NZTA) transportation networks serving the Port Nikau area.
PNE.50.5.5(a) in particular, requires the preparation of an ITA considering a defined set of transport links
and intersections, noting that consideration of the impacts of the proposed development within Port Nikau
should consider the safety and efficiency of these parts of the transport network including:
•

Port Road from the Port Nikau Environment to the intersection with Kioreroa Road

•

Port Road from Kioreroa Road to the intersection with Okara Drive (southern intersection)

•

Okara Drive from the intersection with Port Road to Porowini Ave intersection (under construction)

•

Okara Drive from Porowini Avenue to Port Road (North intersection)

•

Okara Drive from Port Road (North intersection) to Reyburn Street / Herekino Street intersection

•

Kioreroa Road from the intersection with Port Road to Rewa Rewa Road

•

Rewa Rewa Road from the intersection with Kioreroa Road to State Highway 1 (as well as the
intersection Rewarewa Road with SH1), and

•

Intersection of Gumdigger Place and Kioreroa Road

The notified Port Nikau Precinct (Plan Change 88J) sought to add the ITA requirements into the information
requirements in respect of development applications within the Precinct, while NPJV’s submission (#224)
seeks to delete these requirements in total.
From the information available at the time of preparing this report, it is considered that there is insufficient
justification to set aside the requirements of TRA-R15/R16 and to remove the ITA requirements provided for
in the PNE provisions of the Operative District Plan. The critical nature of the transport environment in this
part of the Whangarei road network especially along Port Road, Rewarewa Road and the intersection SH1
is demonstrated in the latest District Traffic Model report 4 with reported over-capacity intersections using
Operative District Plan zoning and development potentials:

3
4

PNE.50.5.5(a); PNE.50.7.5
Whangarei District Council, Future Land Use and Network Deficiency Assessment Report, TDG, February 2016 (draft)
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•

Rewarewa/SH1 intersection (plus sections of SH1 to the north and south of this intersection) - AM peak
from 2023 onwards, PM peak from 2023 onwards

•

Kioreroa Road/Union Street intersection - PM peak from 2033 onwards

Additionally, the further submission lodged by NZTA in respect of the PNTJV original submission seeks to
retain the requirements to prepare an ITA (required under Rules TRA-R15/R16) so as to contribute to
“support the safe and efficient operation of the transport system”. It is considered that without the more
extensive traffic modelling relating to the revised Port Nikau Precinct or retention of the Operative PNE the
transportation safety and effectiveness of the transport network supporting the Port Nikau area (primar ily
but not exclusively focussed on Port Road, Rewarewa/Kioreroa Roads, and SH1/Rewarewa Road
intersection) could be compromised.
It is recommended that without any further detailed information and transport analysis provided by PNTJV
that the requested zoning sought cannot be supported, and the current structure and requirements
included in the ITA aspects of TRA-R15/R16 are appropriate.
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